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Production of W and Z 
in ATLAS
QCD 08: QCD at collider session
Outline
?W and Z physics at LHC
? ATLAS detector status
? Measurement of W and Z cross sections (e/μ channels)
• Simulated data analyses
• Theoretical uncertainties
? Constraining pdf’s at LHC
?W and Z cross sections at 10 TeV
? Summary and future
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Motivations for W and Z physics at LHC
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?W’s and Z’s abundantly produced at LHC: σ⋅BR(W?lν) ~ 20 nb and σ⋅BR(Z?ll) ~ 2 nb
? highest source of high pT isolated electrons and muons
? Events useful from the start to understand/calibrate the detector in situ
? Possibility of precisely measuring the luminosity
? Control of the W/Z + jets background important for seaches
? Constraints of parton density functions
? No statistical limitiations for measurements in the electroweak sector: ΓW, MW, sin(θ)2,…
Production mechanisms
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Martin et al., hep-ph/9907231 Hera communication
? p-p collisions: valence-sea and sea-sea 
quarks interaction
? contribution of s and c important
? for Q2 ~ 100 GeV2
? access to a very low x region using 
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η coverage and nominal performances for electrons and muons:
• Detector fully installed in the cavern
? still some hardware work before the cavern 
closure (in particular inner detector)
• Final commissioning phase: cosmic runs in 
combined mode, with the complete acquisition and 
read-out systems







Electrons: |η|<3.2 (<2.5 if track required)
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Measurement of W’s and Z’s (e/μ channels)
Measurements strategies have been developped ? early data oriented methods










• 20 GeV single electron trigger









• 10 GeV single muon trigger
• muons spectrometer only:
2 opposite charges muon tracks with 







ATLAS collaboration note,              
W and Z inclusive cross sections
Experimentally:
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Backgrounds from data (1/2)
Experimental challenge: measure the QCD background from data
? number of QCD events in the signal region
Idea: parametrize the background using QCD control samples
W?eνe Z?μμ
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Backgrounds from data (2/2)
W?eνe Z?μμ
• ETmiss shape extracted from a ~pure jets 
sample
Example: photon trigger + removal of 
W?eνe and Z?ee candidates
• normalization: side-band in the signal 
sample
• same signs + non isolated muons selection 
to get an enriched QCD sample
• normalize using the ratio of the 2 samples 
from MC
? no dependency on the MC normalization of 
the QCD background
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Selection efficiencies from data (Z?ll events)
? Trigger and offline reconstruction efficiencies can be estimated using the tag-and-probe method
Principle:
• tag object: passing the whole selection
• probe object: candidate satisfying the kinematic requirements
• constraint on the invariant mass of the tag and probe system









Uncertainties on the acceptance: higher order corrections 
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? The theoretical uncertainties affect the value of the acceptance
At 14 TeV: O(α) ~ O(αS2) 
? electroweak effects have to be taken into account for precision physics
? State-of-the-art for QCD and electroweak calculations:
- QCD LO: Pythia, Herwig, ALPGEN…
- QCD NLO: MC@NLO, interfaced with Herwig parton shower
- QCD NNLO: σ, dσ/dX with FEWZ but no generator
? today: no combined generator for NLO QCD + electroweak
- Package to add QED radiative corrections in decays of particles: PHOTOS
- Complete O(α) corrections + multi-photons radiation: HORACE
• QCD
• Electroweak
? Attempt: MC@NLO + HORACE, assuming factorization
? partial (global) cancellation of the QCD correction (~+15%) by the electroweak 
correction (-3%)
? effect on the acceptance under study
PDF’s uncertainties
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0.83 ± 0.7212.44 ± 0.4711.61 ± 0.55W+?e+νe
Δσ (pb)σ(CTEQ6.5)  (pb)σ(CTEQ6.1)  (nb)
?With CTEQ 6.5: acceptance uncertainty estimated for standard cuts varying the 
40 eigenvectors 
? (ΔA/A)PDFs ~ 1%
? Comparison of the predictions with different sets 
Recent results with the inclusion (or improvement) of heavy quarks mass treatment, 
by CTEQ and MRST groups
? several % increase on the values of the total W/Z predicted cross sections
PDF’s uncertainties are often underestimated
Exemple: NLO results for σ(W?e+νe)
A.M. Cooper-Sarkar, PDF4LHC 2008
? impact on the acceptance of the different sets under study
Uncertainties: experiment VS theory
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? Summary table of the uncertainties













Δσ/σ ~ 0.4% (stat) ± 4% (syst) ± 10-20% (lumi)
? systematics largely dominates
? much more data needed before being dominated by theoretical uncertainty
Exemple: Z?μμ
Constraining pdf’s at LHC
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? Example: constraining the gluon at low x using the rapidy distributions of the W decay leptons
Simulation of 250 pb-1 of W?eνe events, passed through the detector
? pseudo-data for a global fit with Zeus pdf’s
? parameters uncertainties reduced up to 40%
at low x, gluon: xg(x) ~ x -λg
before fit: λg = -0.199 ± 0.046
after fit: λg = -0.196 ± 0.029
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W and Z cross sections at 10 TeV
Ex: B/S before cuts at 14 and 10 TeV for W?eνe (PDF’s = CTEQ61)
2.3 1061.6 106QCD
9.0 10-69.1 10-6S/B
20.6714.53 W ? eνe
σ (14 TeV) (nb)σ (10 TeV) (nb)
? needs to be redone after cuts ( MC production at 10 TeV has recently started)
? October-November 2008: collisions at 10 TeV are planned                                                    




? LHC almost fully cooled down and ATLAS detector ready          
? first W’s and Z’s produced at 10 TeV will be recorded this year
?W’s and Z’s: precious tools for the understanding/calibration of the detector in situ
? Robust data-driven methods in e/μ channels ready for early data measurements
? Total cross sections measurements: among the first results to show the physics 
performance of the detector (R=σW/σZ: “golden calibration channel”)
? No statistical limitation: W/Z precision measurements will enable to constraint pdf’s
? Drell-Yan control at high mass ? sensivity to new physics in distribution tails
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LHC 
sectors
